**INSTRUCTIONS**

This form may be used as a loading manifest as well as a statement of parachute jump. Prepare one copy for each unit involved and give to senior individual from each unit for delivery to Unit Personnel Officer.

COL. e -- Use the following code to indicate type of jump. One or more symbols may be used. (For example, N--CE)

- **T**--Tactical
- **MT**--Mass Tactical
- **A/NT**--Administrative or Non-Tactical
- **J**--Jumpmaster
- **CE**--Combat Equipment
- **N**--Night
- **C**--Combat

---

**Line No.** | **LAST NAME--FIRST NAME--MIDDLE INITIAL** | **GRADE** | **SERVICE NUMBER** | **ORGANIZATION** | **TYPE OF JUMP**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---

---

THE PERSONNEL LISTED HEREON MADE A PARACHUTE JUMP FROM __________________________ Type of Aircraft

IN FLIGHT ON __________________________ AT __________________________

Date of Jump __________________________ Location of Jump __________________________

TYPED NAME, GRADE, AND SERVICE NUMBER OF OFFICER OR JUMPMASTER __________________________

SIGNATURE OF OFFICER OR JUMPMASTER __________________________